Exchange Reactions between Alkanethiolates and Alkaneselenols on Au{111}
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ABSTRACT: When alkanethiolate self-assembled monolayers on Au{111} are exchanged with alkaneselenols from solution, replacement of thiolates by selenolates is rapid and complete, and is well described by perimeter-dependent island growth kinetics. The monolayer structures change as selenolate coverage increases, from being epitaxial and consistent with the initial thiolate structure to being characteristic of selenolate monolayer structures. At room temperature and at positive sample bias in scanning tunneling microscopy, the selenolate–gold attachment is labile, and molecules exchange positions with neighboring thiolates. The scanning tunneling microscope probe can be used to induce these place-exchange reactions.

INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are test beds for two-dimensional (2D) assembly and control. Despite 30 years of study and myriad applications, the well-known covalent gold–sulfur bond between alkanethiol and the gold surface remains poorly understood. A confluence of studies employing such methodologies as scanning probe microscopy, X-ray diffraction, computation, and others now support the generally accepted model of a sulfur–gold adatom complex. Consensus has emerged that this energetically stable gold adatom complex exists, which has sulfur atoms bound to gold atoms or on opposite sides of the gold adatom in a barbell configuration. We have observed the important roles of gold adatoms in motion of gold–thiolate complexes and in conformational changes of molecular switches. Assuming the existence of an adatom complex, critical unresolved questions remain. Is the adatom layer ordered or disordered, or can it transition from one to the other? Are gold adatoms derived from the initial lift of the herringbone reconstruction or are they abstracted from the unreconstructed surface, leaving behind vacancy sites? What is the significance of a proposed barbell motif relative to other binding models in the context of molecular-exchange and place-exchange reactions? Toward answering such questions, we have explored exchange reactions between alkaneselenols and alkanethiolate monolayers. The exchange reaction of an alkaneselenol molecule into a preformed alkanethiolate SAM occurs at a substrate presenting nominally complete gold–thiolate complex coverage. We investigate the products of this reaction in the context of a mobile, labile adatom complex. The Au(111) herringbone reconstruction is already lifted by thiolate deposition, so Au–S/Se exchange reactions provide an opportunity to examine reaction products in the context of the gold adatom complex.

Replacing thiolates with selenolates has attracted interest for improving the overall oxidative and thermal stability of SAMs, and (in some cases) the electronic coupling of molecules to the substrate. Selenium tends to out-compete sulfur for binding sites on the gold substrate. Studies of likely binding sites for the selenium atoms are in their relative infancy, with models not yet taking into account discoveries in the chemistry of sulfur–gold adatom complexes. Of primary interest is the configuration of the selenolate attachment: by observing coexisting structures of the two chalcogenolates, we may obtain insight into whether selenium is attached to the substrate in a manner similar to the attachment of sulfur.

In this article, we compare and contrast the structures formed by single-component alkanethiolate and alkaneselenolate films on Au{111}, and then report the structures formed by and the kinetics of the rapid molecular-exchange reaction between gold-bound alkanethiolates and alkaneselenols. Additionally, we observe 2D place-exchange reactions between adsorbed thiolates and selenolates induced by a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip. This chemical system provides a basis for investigating both gold–thiolate and gold–selenolate attachment chemistry. Our observations...
expected well-ordered hexagonal lattice of molecules in the C12Se SAMs on Au{111}.

The annealed C10 monolayer is highly ordered, with large domains. Images A and B shows important defect sites, including roughly circular vacancy island substrate defects (A, red arrow) and linear domain boundaries SAM defects (B, white arrow) that appear either more or less protruding than the surrounding lattice. Panel C shows a high-resolution image of the enclosed region in B. (D–F) The C12Se monolayer is ordered locally, but shows local variations in apparent height. The periodicity of the variation gives rise to the apparent Moiré pattern visible in the lower right section of image D. The features align with the underlying substrate, with linear features rotated with respect to one another in integer multiples of 30°. Panel F shows vacancy islands in single-component C12Se SAMs, hereafter described as vacancy trenches, presenting as narrow, linear depressions aligned with the close-packed direction of the substrate (examples denoted with yellow arrows in images D and F). Vacancy trenches are often accompanied by a pair of C12Se molecular rows, which appear to be depressed or protruding from the median terrace height by −1 or +1 Å, respectively. The inset in panel F shows an expanded view of the region bounded by the red box. The median trench apparent height is ∼2.3 Å lower than the median terrace apparent height, reflecting a monatomic step of the gold substrate surface.

Figure 1. Comparison of scanning tunneling microscope images of single-component 1-decanethiolate (C10, top) and 1-dodecaneselenolate (C12Se, bottom) self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on Au{111} obtained at a tunneling current of 3 pA and a sample bias voltage of −1 V. (A–C) The annealed C10 monolayer is highly ordered, with large domains. Images A and B shows important defect sites, including roughly circular vacancy island substrate defects (A, red arrow) and linear domain boundaries SAM defects (B, white arrow) that appear either more or less protruding than the surrounding lattice. Panel C shows a high-resolution image of the enclosed region in B. (D–F) The C12Se monolayer is ordered locally, but shows local variations in apparent height. The periodicity of the variation gives rise to the apparent Moiré pattern visible in the lower right section of image D. The features align with the underlying substrate, with linear features rotated with respect to one another in integer multiples of 30°. Panel F shows vacancy islands in single-component C12Se SAMs, hereafter described as vacancy trenches, presenting as narrow, linear depressions aligned with the close-packed direction of the substrate (examples denoted with yellow arrows in images D and F). Vacancy trenches are often accompanied by a pair of C12Se molecular rows, which appear to be depressed or protruding from the median terrace height by −1 or +1 Å, respectively. The inset in panel F shows an expanded view of the region bounded by the red box. The median trench apparent height is ∼2.3 Å lower than the median terrace apparent height, reflecting a monatomic step of the gold substrate surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphological Comparisons of Alkanethiolate and Alkaneselenolate Monolayer Structures. The STM is capable of exquisite molecular- and atomic-scale resolution, but does not intrinsically provide a means for chemical identification beyond the relative sizes and conductance of the molecules measured. To investigate alkanethilates and alkaneselenolates in mixed, ordered systems, we chose to employ different alkyl chain lengths for the two species: a shorter alkyl chain for the 1-decanethiolate (C10) matrix, and a slightly longer 1-dodecaneselenolate (C12Se). The difference in height enables the identification of the two molecular species at various stages of their exchange reaction. Figure 1 details a morphological comparison of single-component C10 and C12Se SAMs on Au{111}.

Imaging an annealed C10 SAM (Figure 1A–C) reveals the expected well-ordered hexagonal lattice of molecules in the configuration. There are two important classes of defects: domain boundaries and gold substrate step-edges (of which the circular depressions in Figure 1A, substrate vacancy islands, are a subclass). Ordered molecular domains having different alkyl chain azimuthal orientations are typically separated by domain boundaries. Domain boundaries appear either more or less protruding than the surrounding domains, depending on the configuration of molecules at that interface. In highly ordered films, such as the annealed film shown in Figure 1A–C, domain boundaries tend to align with the close-packed substrate lattice directions, with different boundaries oriented 60° with respect to one another. Molecular vacancies are defined as one or more molecules missing from an otherwise well-ordered lattice, a rare monolayer defect in well-ordered alkanethiolate films. Substrate step-edges are a single gold atom high transition from one atomically flat terrace to the next. Gold terrace step-edges and the step-edges at substrate vacancy islands are functionally identical in structure and behavior.

The C12Se films26,27,51 are strikingly dissimilar from the alkanethiolate films, as reported previously, despite the identical geometries of the alkyl chains (Figure 1D,E). Absent are the characteristic alkanethiolate domain boundary structures, such as those observed in the C10 SAM images. Instead, the Moiré patterns of topographic differences are readily apparent in the STM images of the C12Se film (Figure 1D). These patterns originate from differences in the lattice constants of the gold substrate and the overlying molecular layer and result in a smooth, continuous variation of molecular apparent height by ∼1 Å. These features generally align with the substrate, rotated with respect to one another by multiples of 30°, as seen previously in annealed monolayers of 1-adamantaneselenolate.32

The substrate step-edges tend to align along the close-packed directions of the gold substrate after C12Se adsorption.
Additionally, high-resolution STM imaging enables us to report the presence of narrow “vacancy trenches” in the single-component C12Se SAMs. These configurations are consistent structurally with the round vacancy islands found in C12 SAMs. Each trench shows a median apparent height that is \(\sim 2.3\) Å lower than the median apparent height of the surrounding terrace, indicative of a gold substrate monatomic step. The trenches tend to elongate along the crystallographic close-packed direction of the gold substrate. The missing row of the vacancy trench is often accompanied by parallel C12Se molecular rows that are dissimilar from the surrounding lattice. A typical image at high resolution is shown in Figure 1F. The row adjacent to the trench is less protruding than the median height of the surrounding terrace, while the next row is more protruding by the same value of 1 Å. These features highlight the variability of bonding configurations available for the Au–Se interactions, depending on the immediate local environment.

The C12Se SAM structure reflects the underlying crystallographic structure of the gold substrate, and the differences in apparent height of various features imply several binding configurations coexisting with the gold substrate, a feature we previously reported in our study of the 1-adamantaneselenolate system on Au\{111\}.\(^{32}\) From our observations, we can confirm that the C12Se SAM formation lifts the gold herringbone reconstruction and spawns vacancy islands. Additionally, the selenolate–gold interaction results in straightened substrate step-edge features, and produces only small vacancy trenches (compared to the large vacancy islands produced after alkanethiolate deposition). The straightening and existence of multiple binding sites are consistent both with our previous suggestions of gold–selenolate bond promiscuity,\(^{26,27}\) and with more recent examples suggesting a number of acceptable binding configurations for selenium to gold.\(^{32,53}\) Rapid straightening of gold substrate features also suggests that the gold–selenolate complex is more mobile than its sulfur counterpart. We will return to discuss the mobility of the selenolate and the hypothesized gold–selenolate complex below.

Molecular-Exchange and Place-Exchange Reactions of Self-Assembled Monolayers. We will now introduce and define terms that are important for understanding the phenomena and associated time scales of reactions that occur between molecules in SAMs. There are two distinct types of exchange reactions described in this article. These two reactions are related, but are treated separately here. First, we define a molecular-exchange (or displacement) reaction as the replacement of an adsorbed molecule by a second species, typically accomplished by immersion of a preformed SAM-coated substrate into a solution or vapor of the replacing chemical.\(^{54–56}\) The term “insertion” refers to the initial stage of a molecular-exchange reaction, where molecules of the

---

Figure 2. Tracking the exchange of perdeuterated 1-dodecanethiol (D12) by 1-dodecaneselenol (C12Se) via infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy. (A) Spectral evolution of the C12Se spectrum as it displaces the D12 film. Spectral interference over the shown range was eliminated by employing the deuterated species. The coverage indicator is the 2877 cm\(^{-1}\) methyl symmetric stretch, denoted by the black arrow. After 90 min, the reaction has reached completion, and no further exchange occurs. (B) Examples of kinetic experiments tracking the progression of the exchange reaction between a preformed D12 film and C12Se in solution. The data are fit to a site-saturated JMAK2 model for perimeter-dependent island growth.\(^{37}\) (C) Plotting rate constant of displacement versus C12Se concentration on a logarithmic scale gives a slope of \(\sim 1\), implying that the rate constant is directly proportional to the concentration of C12Se. (D) Co-deposition studies of D12 with C12Se demonstrating the preference for C12Se in mixed monolayers. C12Se dominates the coverage of a film until the mole fraction approaches 100:1 in favor of D12.
second species can be found decorating the defect sites of the preformed film.54,57 Such sites are well known to provide access to the substrate for other species and for chemical reactions,24,26,45,48,56,58–60 and are the first to be occupied. Defects are critical to both insertion and displacement.

Second, we define a place-exchange reaction as a position exchange between proximate molecules in a 2D lattice, without desorption of either molecule. For our investigations of place-exchange reactions, C12Se is incorporated into the C10 SAM by a molecular-exchange reaction that is arrested before a large fraction of the initial monolayer is displaced. Place-exchange reactions are mediated by defects.22,68 Exchange between adsorbed molecular assemblies and molecules in solution is mediated by four primary factors: the chemistry of the molecule/substrate attachment, molecular geometries, intermolecular forces, and the type and density of defects (of both the supramolecular assembly and the substrate, i.e., by access to the substrate). In the case of molecular self-exchange (e.g., the exchange between a 1-dodecanethiolate monolayer and 1-dodecanethiol, C12), most molecules are kinetically trapped in domains, and exchange occurs primarily at defect sites.26 The constituent molecules can be tailored to engineer molecular-exchange reactions. For instance, a combination of weak intermolecular interactions and low surface density makes 1-adamantanethiolate SAMs susceptible to molecular exchange by n-alkanethiols.54,57,66 Also, monolayer defects and disorder can be induced by exothermic reactions.70,71 The attachment chemistry also plays an important role. Selenols have previously been shown to out-compete sulfur for binding sites on Au{111}. Packing densities of C12 and C12Se are similar,26,72 so a thermodynamic drive toward increased coverage is absent.73 The Se–Au bond is stronger than the S–Au bond;73 we have shown that the Se–Au bond is more promiscuous in terms of binding sites.26 Garrell and co-workers38 showed a strong surface preference for benzeneselenolates over benzenethiolates, a phenomenon attributed to the higher acidity of the selenol group relative to the thiol. Similar experiments on copper-supported monolayers of thiolates and selenolates did not show strong preferences for either chalcogen.74,75 Substrates can also be engineered to promote exchange.76,77

Place exchange between adsorbed thiolates is generally slow in full-coverage monolayers.20,21,24,37,78–80 Most monolayer dynamics within crystalline domains of nearly complete SAMs occur over short distances and over time scales of hours or longer. There is a notable difference at defect sites, where dynamics are relatively fast, but there is little precedent for covalently bound molecules to transit long distances.59 We have previously observed apparent site-hopping of adamantaneselenolates on Au{111}, although these motions are thought to occur between adjacent sites separated by only a few angstroms.32 The even greater promiscuity of amine–Au bonds might be expected to lead to enhanced mobility of these species.81

**Determination of Exchange Kinetics by Infrared Spectroscopy.** We employ infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) to measure the kinetics of SAM exchange/displacement. This method has several advantages for tracking changes in monolayers: gold reflectivity is high, the carbon–hydrogen bonds absorb strongly between 2800 and 3000 cm⁻¹, coverage down to a few percent of a monolayer can be detected, and the resulting spectra provide both coverage and structural information.

A typical spectrum for a C12Se SAM, shown as the top spectrum in Figure 2A, is analogous to that of most alkanethiolates on gold. There are five dominant spectral features: methylene symmetric and asymmetric stretches at 2850 and 2918 cm⁻¹, respectively, methyl symmetric and asymmetric stretches at 2877 and 2963 cm⁻¹, respectively, and a weak band associated with a Fermi resonance of the symmetric methyl stretch with a methyl deformation mode, presented as a shoulder of the methylene asymmetric stretch.82–84 The intensity and position of the methylene asymmetric stretch correlate to monolayer order. The peak position at 2919 cm⁻¹ is consistent with a highly ordered, solid-like film. The intensity of the methylene symmetric stretch relative to the other peaks is lower than those reported for selenolate monolayers deposited from dialkyl diselenide.72 We note that the microscopic structure we have observed for monolayers fabricated from alkaneselenol appears topographically dissimilar to monolayers deposited from dialkyl diselenide (a surface that has been reported to show a substantially larger number of gold substrate defects as compared to our observations for alkaneselenol films).85 A thorough comparison of alkaneselenol versus dialkyl diselenide self-assembly characterization is warranted.

For determining partial coverage of alkanethiolate monolayers, the methyl symmetric stretch (2877 cm⁻¹) is an important spectral feature; taking the ratio of the peak area at each time point to the peak area after 24 h displacement yields fractional coverage. The symmetry of the group gives it a largely uniform intensity over a range of possible standing-up configurations, making it a useful metric for coverage in mixed systems of standing-up phase alkanethiolate SAMs.57,84 In the case of C10 exchange by C12Se, the intensity of the 2877 cm⁻¹ peak is nominally constant throughout the experiment, as the overall coverage and orientation of the terminal methyl groups remain static. Spectral interference is too high for accurate observation of the exchange reaction, and monitoring intensity changes of the methylene asymmetric 2919 cm⁻¹ peak is unreliable. We remove spectral interference of the base monolayer by depositing a perdeuterated dodecanethiolate (D12) monolayer, with the assumption that the chemistry of D12 film exchange is the same as that of a C12 monolayer. Unlike our STM measurements, alkyl chains of identical length are employed to simplify interpretation of the kinetics. The IR spectrum of a D12 monolayer can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S2.

Figure 2A,B show the progression of the exchange reaction between a spectroscopically transparent D12 monolayer exposed to ethanolic C12Se. The C–H peaks of the C12Se film emerge with increasing exposure time, and the reaction terminates after complete D12 monolayer displacement. The relative ratio of peak intensities remains largely static throughout the displacement process, which implies that there is little reorganization during displacement (for example, we see no evidence of a transition between lying-down and standing-up phases,86 as might be observed for deposition onto a bare substrate). Molecules are thus found in their near-final orientations shortly after incorporation into the film. Figure 2B shows the fractional coverage of C12Se monolayers versus immersion time. As can be seen in the STM images in Figure 3 (below), there is an initial phase of slower adsorption dominated by insertion at defect sites, followed by a period of more rapid replacement, and the rate ultimately slows as the reaction approaches completion. The predominant source of
error is sample-to-sample variability. Each gold substrate has a characteristic (and unquantified) fraction of steps and defects.\(^{57,81}\) As the exchange reaction is initiated by insertion at defect sites, subtle differences in sample defect density can have large cumulative effects on the final rate of exchange. These differences are reflected in the standard deviation of fractional coverage at each time point.

The Johnson, Mehl, Avrami, and Kolmogorov (JMAK) model was devised originally to describe phase transitions in metal alloys.\(^{88-90}\) We have previously used the site-saturated nucleation JMAK2 model to describe perimeter-dependent island growth of 1-adamantanethiolate exchange by C12, given as

\[ \theta(t) = 1 - e^{(\kappa t)^2} \]

where \( \kappa \) is the rate constant.\(^{57}\) Recent reports suggest that this model can be used generally to describe 2D film exchange.\(^{91}\) For comparison, the kinetic data are fit to a variety of other models, including pure diffusion, first, second, and diffusion-limited Langmuir models, and the constant nucleation rate JMAK3 model. The JMAK2 model, used to fit the kinetic data in Figure 2B, best represents the data and is consistent with our observations of the reaction progression (a slower initial rate followed by a more rapid rate as coverage increased). As shown in Figure 2C, plotting the displacement rate versus the concentration of C12Se on a logarithmic scale gives a slope of \( \sim 1 \), implying that the rate is directly proportional to the concentration of C12Se.

At nearly all conditions investigated, we observe that alkanethiolate monolayers are unstable in the presence of alkaneselenolates. Co-deposition results in single-component C12Se monolayers, until the molar ratio approaches 100:1 in favor of the C12. Figure 2D shows the sharp transition between full-coverage C12Se and D12 monolayers as a function of mole fraction. In their work on benzenethiolates and selenolates, Huang et al. linked the faster kinetic exchange of benzenethiol to the pK\(_a\) of the selenol, suggesting that the deprotonated forms of the selenol were responsible for the faster exchange kinetics.\(^{58}\) Our results examining the effect of solution pH on alkanethiolate displacement by selenol corroborate this finding: C12Se exchange with C10 SAMs was faster after addition of aqueous sodium hydroxide to the thiocyanate selenolate solution. It remains unclear whether this increase in exchange rate is due primarily to deprotonation of the replacing species, or whether the hydroxide is facilitating abstraction of molecules from the preexisting monolayer. In all cases of hydroxide-catalyzed exchange, the methylene asymmetric stretch is observed to increase in intensity by a factor of 2–3 and shift from \( \sim 2919 \) to \( \sim 2930 \) cm\(^{-1}\), indicative of poor order in the resulting film.\(^{57,83}\) Annealing the film at an elevated temperature for 24 h and then repeating the spectroscopic analysis reveals a monolayer film indistinguishable from one deposited at room temperature, evidence of poor ordering after base-catalyzed displacement of thiolate by selenolate. Spectra and kinetic results are collected in the Supporting Information, Figure S3.

### Molecular Exchange of Decanethiolate by Dodecaneselenol

A preformed C10 SAM is exposed to 10 mM ethanolic C12Se for 1 min. The STM images in Figure 3A, A’ reveal rapid insertion of C12Se into the C10 lattice, notably at domain boundaries and at step-edges. The selenolates appear to occupy hexagonal lattices and to incorporate commensurately to the lattices of the surrounding thiolates (Figure 3A’). Insertion has also been noted at isolated locations within ordered domains, likely a result of C12Se insertion at molecular vacancy defect sites (an example image is shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S1).

In these and most STM images, C12Se molecules appear to protrude somewhat more, here \( \sim 0.7 \) Å, than the neighboring C10 molecules. The measured apparent height is related to the configuration of the STM tip, through which the tunneling current passes. We note that changes in the tip state result in variations of the observed relative apparent height. In some cases, inversion of the relative selenolate and thiolate conductance occurs after a change in the electronic properties...
of the probe. This tendency for tip-dependent conductance changes must be carefully monitored to ensure that probe variations are distinguished from changes in molecular binding site. Examples of conductance reversal on tip state changes are shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S1.

Additional exposure to solution results in rapid increases in the relative C12Se coverages, with each site of C12Se insertion becoming a nucleation site for C12Se island growth. After 4 min of C12Se exposure, C12Se is no longer confined to the regions in close proximity to C10 defect sites; it now occupies a substantial fraction of the surface. The relative apparent heights have inverted, with C12Se now appearing less protruding.

Ordered islands are the dominant configuration of the residual C10. Such large thiolate islands (appearing as the protruding features in Figure 3B,B′) have edge lengths of 100−500 Å. The largest, most ordered SAM domains are similarly most resistant to molecular exchange, as there are few internal defects to provide initiation sites for selenolate displacement, requiring molecular exchange to occur from the domain edges inward.

The displacement reaction does not appear to be a smooth progression between continuous domains of C10 to C12Se. The images in Figure 3C,C′ reveal striped features of high- and low-conductance rows. Comparing apparent heights of the striped regions, they are composed of features that match the
relative height of thiolate islands separated by less-protruding features. We attribute the greater protrusion of the features to structures at least partially composed of residual C10. We use apparent height as the marker for chemical identification. Low-coverage, inserted C12Se appears more protruding than C10 in STM images, while the striped features are equal to or lower in apparent height than C10. As the IR analysis suggests no change in absolute molecular coverage, these lower-height features are consistent with a different bonding configuration of the C12Se as relative coverage increases. The reaction progresses with incoming selenolates dismantling the organized domains of the C10 film, making coalescence into a single-component C12Se film rapid. This process appears to be anisotropic, with displacement favoring the direction along the rows rather than perpendicular to them.

Unlike the low-coverage example, the C12Se-dominated regions now appear less protruding than the C10 matrix. Figure 3B' provides further evidence that the relative conductance of thiolates and selenolates is strongly influenced by the underlying substrate binding site. The image shows selenolates in two distinct conductance configurations: at the top left are selenolates that appear to protrude and are lattice matched to the C10, and on the right is the striped selenolate domain, which appears less protruding than the C10 island.

The apparent height of C12Se is observed to depend on the binding site. As mentioned previously, selenolates inserted at defects appear protruding from and lattice matched to the C10 lattice, which adopts a \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30^\circ\) lattice (and related superstructures). After the selenolates collapse into their own preferred bonding configuration, the alkanethiolate islands appear to protrude in STM images from the surrounding alkaneselenolate lattice by \(\sim 0.7\) Å (for the conditions shown), despite the longer chain length of the C12Se molecules. This measurement is in close agreement with our previously reported value for C12 inserted into a C12Se SAM, wherein C12 molecules in STM images appeared to protrude from preformed C12Se SAMs.\(^{27}\)

After a 7 min exposure to a C12Se solution, all C10 molecules were replaced by C12Se. The monolayer is configured differently than the directly deposited C12Se SAM, but the variations in apparent height in STM images remain. The structure is primarily striped, as shown in Figure 3C,C', reflecting the linear propagation of the displacement reaction. Like the single-component C12Se film, the difference between the most and least protruding molecules in STM images on single terraces is \(\sim 1\) Å.

The integrity of the top layer of the gold substrate is preserved by the displacement reaction. No aforementioned "trench" vacancy islands are observed after the alkaneselenolates have occupied the substrate surface, and the vacancy islands that form after thiolate SAM assembly are preserved by the new monolayer. This observation provides evidence that vacancy island formation is tied directly to lifting the Au herringbone reconstruction at the initial stage of SAM formation, and thus no new vacancy islands can form after thiolate replacement by selenolate. Likewise, we do not observe adatoms islands, as would be expected if thiolates were abstracted and gold adatoms left behind.\(^{8,10}\) At the early stages of the displacement reaction, the longer C12Se molecules appear lattice matched to the C10. In such cases, they are trapped in the same binding configuration as the sulfur in the C10 SAM. Later, as coverage increases, the selenolates are no longer confined to thiolate-like configurations and adopt their own preferred binding configurations.

Bias-Induced Place Exchange of Selenolates with Thiolates. Local SAM coverage, structure, and composition can be used to tailor physical and chemical properties at interfaces. Phase-separated molecules can be selectively moved and removed via electrochemistry, where domains having weaker intermolecular interactions desorb at lower potential.\(^{92,93}\) The STM probe has long been used to manipulate atoms and molecules directly, and to perform nanoscale lithographic patterning.\(^{94–99}\) At relatively high voltages (sample bias of +3 V), the STM tip can be used to pattern alkanethiolate monolayers.\(^{100–102}\) We have observed that the threshold for induced motion of the selenolates is lower, with motion observed at low sample biases, e.g., +1 V, and that we are able to manipulate alkaneselenolates selectively. This may be related to the promiscuous binding of selenolates to Au (relative to thiolates).\(^{26}\)

For imaging without perturbing the SAM, we use a sample bias of \(-1\) V at a tunneling current of 3 pA. Imaging at a sample bias of +1 V induces physical reorganization of thiolate/selenolate mixed monolayers. After reorganization, the overall film order is retained. At high selenolate coverage, the effect becomes more dramatic: both thiolate and selenolate domains become disordered, and mottled configurations of high- and low-conductance domains are observed (images can be found in the Supporting Information, Figure S4).

In Figures 4A,A', C12Se molecules appear protruding relative to the C10 lattice. Upon bias polarity reversal (to +1 V sample bias), the positions of individual C12Se molecules are no longer well defined, as shown in Figure 4B. We attribute this "noise" to molecular place-exchange reactions and motion occurring at time scales faster than imaging.\(^{103–106}\) Each image is recorded over \(\sim 4\) min by moving the tip in a raster pattern over the interface, with the tip encountering individual protruding molecules at many positions, rather than over a single, well-defined binding site. In Figure 4C, a return to \(-1\) V sample bias halts the place-exchange reactions, and the selenolates are again at well-defined sites. There are approximately the same numbers of molecules visible in the recorded area before and after bias-induced shuffling. A change in the tip geometry after bias reversal resulted in faint "double tip" artifacts to the lower right of all high-aspect-ratio protrusions, giving the false impression that more C12Se molecules are present in Figure 4C,C'. Selenolates are now observed incorporated into the centers of ordered domains. While the overall domain structures before and after place-exchange reactions are nominally the same, the movement of molecules to the new sites results in increased disorder. Protruding C12Se molecules are thus accompanied by depressions in the C10 lattice that arise from the additional free space created by decreases in the local alkyl chain crystallinity. The structures of the C10 domain boundaries have likewise been reconfigured.

While bias-induced place-exchange reactions are localized, the reactions are not limited to the specific position of the tunneling junction. Figure 4C' shows that the monolayer was reconfigured as far as 50 nm from the region imaged at \(+1\) V substrate bias. The tip scanned only over a 250 Å × 250 Å region, but molecules have been shuffled over the 500 Å × 500 Å terrace. Additional images recorded at distances greater than 500 Å from the region of induced motion reveal no apparent molecular place exchange (see Supporting Information, Figure S5).
We demonstrated the ability to manipulate small groups of molecules with localized, short-duration voltage pulses, although the 500 Å range over which motion can be induced made directed assembly of individual molecules into specific patterns impractical. Figure 5 shows a small cluster of protruding C12Se molecules at which the STM tip is positioned. The sample bias is set to +1 V at 3 pA tunneling current for 5 s. Subsequent imaging at −1 V sample bias revealed substantial rearrangement of the local structure that continued long after the initial pulse. In many cases, however, short pulses had no obvious effects on the local structure at the scale imaged, but responses at distances larger than the imaging window could not be excluded. Evolution of the structure is observed to continue at faster than the minute time scale.

**Implications for the Gold Adatom Complex.** There is no evidence for the restructuring of the gold substrate during complete exchange reactions. C12Se SAMs deposited by displacement of C10 show evidence of the topographic variations characteristic of the selenolate system, but show vacancy islands characteristic of the C10 system (Figure 3C,C'). These features add to the existing evidence that the formation of vacancy islands is due to dynamics between the substrate and binding chalcogen as the herringbone reconstruction of the gold is lifted.2,18,19,107 We conclude that the configuration of the gold–thiolate association is conserved after the initial molecular-exchange reaction, and additional reconfiguration that does not involve loss of gold atoms occurs as alkaneselenolate coverage increases.

Our observations support two distinct binding modes for selenolate on gold. In the early stages of the displacement reaction, C12Se molecules appear more protruding from the C10 lattice, and the apparent heights of the inserted C12Se are similar to the expected heights for C12 molecules inserted into C10 lattices. We postulate that the selenolates occupy the binding sites previously occupied by thiolates. Exchange at this early stage of the reaction is slow, and C12Se molecules are predominantly found at defects in the C10 SAM. In the later stages of the replacement reaction, the C12Se molecules appear lower than the C10 domains, and propagation of C12Se appears to occur in bands several molecules wide, with stripes of C10 remaining. We postulate that the gold–thiolate complexes exhibit long-range order in highly annealed films, thus enabling linear stripes of selenolates to propagate over long distances (hundreds of Ångströms).

A barbell configuration of the gold adatom–thiolate complex has been proposed separately by several groups.4,13,32,108,109

Several of our observations mesh well with this concept for the gold adatom complex. The early, high-conductance stage of C12Se insertion can be seen as an alkaneselenolate binding to and displacing the alkanethiolate from this complex, conserving the structure (Figure 3A,A'). As the coverage of selenolates increases, we note a change in structure and observed apparent heights of the selenolates (Figure 3B,B'). There are a number of mechanistic pathways that can explain the progression of the displacement mechanism. Thiolate desorption at SAM and substrate domain boundaries frees binding sites for selenol insertion from solution,10 but does not account for the observed accelerated displacement after insertion.20,57 A ligand-exchange model provides a mechanistic pathway for displacement, in which a selenolate binds at the thiolate-occupied complex adjacent to a defect site, and the thiolate is subsequently induced to desorb. This mechanism would require formation of a transient Au(SeR)(SR)2 complex prior to desorption, which would likely not be observable at room temperature or at the slow experimental imaging time scales collected in this study.

It is less clear how to reconcile the barbell model with the mobility of the gold–selenolate complex and the patterns formed by the progression of the selenol–thiolate exchange reaction. Gold–thiolate complex mobility has long been an important concept for explaining the order and dynamics of alkanethiolate monolayers; however, the mobility we observe in the bias-induced reactions (as shown in Figure 4, above) is unprecedented. During the tip-induced place-exchange reactions, there are translation distances on the order of 5 nm (corresponding to a minimum of 10 molecular lattice site hops to reach the new location) for both individual and grouped C12Se. A turnstile mechanism relying on the transient chalcogen gold complex described above is one possibility. If the selenolate dissociates from a complex and can hop to an adjacent complex after bias-induced activation, then the thiolate on the destination complex could, in turn, step back to effectively switch sites with the selenolate. Within the alkyl backbone superlattice and in the absence of available solution-phase interactions favoring abstraction, subsequent transfer of a
thiolate to the site vacated by the selenolate would be likely. The packing of the alkyl chains would be expected to deteriorate after repeated place exchanges by this mechanism, and this is observed as an increase in depressions in the monolayer (e.g., in comparison of panels A’ and C’ in Figure 5). As described above, at higher selenolate coverage, the mixed-monolayer system becomes randomly mixed, and order is lost after imaging at +1 V sample bias. Conversely, the gold adatom complexes may instead be swapping sites with neighbors, consistent with the observed mobility of the complex. Additional experiments and theoretical modeling will be required to address the question of the buried structure and mechanism of both molecular- and place-exchange reactions between thiolate/selenolate–gold complexes.

**CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS**

Examining SAM molecular-exchange reactions through the lens of a gold adatom complex provides a variety of insights for interpreting the structural evolution from one complex supramolecular system to another, significantly less studied system. The atomic-scale configurations of gold–chalcogen bonds are deceptively complex. There are numerous phases of even simple alkaniethiolates and alkane-selenolates on Au{111}. We observed a monolayer transition from a thiolate to the site vacated by the selenolate would be likely.

The packing of the alkyl chains would be expected to deteriorate after repeated place exchanges by this mechanism, and this is observed as an increase in depressions in the monolayer (e.g., in comparison of panels A’ and C’ in Figure 5). As described above, at higher selenolate coverage, the mixed-monolayer system becomes randomly mixed, and order is lost after imaging at +1 V sample bias. Conversely, the gold adatom complexes may instead be swapping sites with neighbors, consistent with the observed mobility of the complex. Additional experiments and theoretical modeling will be required to address the question of the buried structure and mechanism of both molecular- and place-exchange reactions between thiolate/selenolate–gold complexes.

In comparing single-component C10 and C12Se SAMs, there are numerous structural differences. We reported substrate vacancy trenches in single-component C12Se SAMs, which become visible as narrow, linear vacancy islands. These trenches are aligned with the close-packed substrate lattice directions. Likewise, the ±1 Å apparent height variations of highly ordered C12Se are grouped in similarly aligned substrate-matched patches and rows. The boundaries between groups of different apparent heights are less stark than the domain boundaries in ordered C10 domains. These observations are consistent with the viewpoints that there are more varied binding sites available for selenolates and associated adatom complexes, and that apparent height is highly dependent on the Au–Se attachment geometry.

The molecular exchange of C10 by C12Se does not generate new vacancy trench features or adatom islands, suggesting that there is no ejection or reconstruction on thiolate replacement by selenium, pointing to conservation of the adatom complex (or of any other hypothesized motif) immediately following the exchange reaction. The contrast between the linear propagation of the thiolate/selenol displacement and the more radial growth mechanism of 1-adamantanethiolate displacement by alkanethiols may provide insight into the stoichiometry of the complexes involved and into mechanistic details of exchange at adatom complexes. The displacement reaction follows the JMAK2 site-saturated island growth mechanism, consistent with similar monolayer-exchange reactions.

We have observed that access to the substrate is required to initiate the exchange reaction, since insertion is observed predominantly at monolayer and substrate defect sites, and the insertion of a single molecule creates an adjacent molecular defect site. Also, inserted C12Se molecules appear lattice-matched to adjacent C10 molecules due to molecule–molecule interactions. For low-fraction C12Se monolayers, we conclude that the selenolates have adopted thiolate-like binding configurations with the gold substrate, and as coverage is increased, the disruption of ordered alkanethiolate domains appears to occur directionally. From this result, we infer that the adatom layer is ordered in the highly annealed C10 films we employ. Multiple binding configurations have been shown previously to be close energetically, indicating that there are multiple stable possibilities for substrate attachment. The low-energy barbell configuration may be consistent with these results; however, future experiments with grazing-angle X-ray diffraction and local barrier height imaging will be necessary to elucidate binding configurations of C12Se and C12S. The data shown will have implications not only for the Au–S bond complexes, but also in the field of chemical patterning down to the single-molecule scale.

Finally, we also observed a low (<1 eV) barrier to induced motion of C12Se by the STM tip at positive sample bias, where electrons injected into empty states of the mixed-monolayer film induce place-exchange reactions between the selenolates and thiolates. During motion, adjacent sites seem to have equal probability of providing a new attachment site, assuming the substrate bond configuration is the same. The atomistic nature of this reaction remains an open question. We postulate that application of positive sample bias induces a local thiolate-to-selenolate ligand-exchange metathesis reaction between adjacent gold adatom complexes. A tunstile adatom trichalcogen transitional state would account for the capacity of isolated selenolates to move through an ordered lattice without inducing extensive monolayer order.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

1-Dodecaneselenol was prepared by reduction of di(dodecyl)-diselenide with LiAlH4 in diethyl ether. After an acidic work-up, the product was purified by distillation over a 30 cm Vigreux column at a pressure of 20 hPa. It is vital to strictly exclude oxygen throughout each preparation step. 1-Decanethiol, 1-dodecanethiol, and absolute ethanol (non-denatured) was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Perdeuterated 1-dodecanethiol was used as received from CDN Isotopes (Canada). For air-sensitive work, ethanol is degassed via freeze–pump–thaw cycles as described previously, and is subsequently transferred to a sealed, gasketed bottle stored inside an oxygen-free (<1 ppm) glovebox. All glassware was cleaned by immersion in fresh piranha solution (1:3 H2O2 and concentrated sulfuric acid) and thorough rinsing in deionized water supplied by a Milli-Q system from Millipore (Billerica, MA). Caution! These solutions are strongly acidic and oxidizing, reactions are energetic, and improper use or disposal could result in explosion or severe burns.

**Preparation of Substrates and Self-Assembled Monolayers.**

Gold-on-mica substrates (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) and gold-on-silicon (prepared by electron beam evaporation of 1000 Å Au on a 50 Å Cr adhesion layer, without breaking vacuum, at a rate of 1 Å s−1 onto a p-type silicon wafer supplied by Silicon Quest International, Santa Clara, CA) are annealed by 40 passes of a hydrogen flame at an approximate rate of 0.5 Hz. Caution! Use appropriate engineering controls when striking a flame from a compressed fuel cylinder. The flame is struck from a quartz tip, which is held at a 45° angle while being passed over the substrate. Substrates for C12 SAM fabrication are immediately after preparation, and the time between annealing and C12Se fabrication is minimized. Titanium adhesion layers for gold substrates are not recommended, as the metal can peel from the substrate in response to flame exposure.

Preparation of exceptionally well-ordered, stable SAMs is achieved through control of deposition conditions. The C10, C12, and D12 solutions are prepared by transferring the appropriate volume of neat liquid substance to a volumetric flask, the mass confirmed gravimetrically. Flasks are then filled to the appropriate volume with ethanol. A freshly flame-annealed substrate is quickly immersed in the solution.
Since full monolayer coverage is achieved within milliseconds of solution contact, excess volume is withdrawn. The gold substrate is left exposed to the airspace in the vial over a small volume of residual solution. The vial is capped and placed in a furnace set to 78 °C for a minimum of 24 h and up to 5 days. Under these vapor annealing conditions, SAM domain sizes grow exceptionally large, and the SAM is well ordered; conditions conducive to imaging substrate-linked structures through minimization of alkyl backbone orientational defects. Any oxidative degradation of the film is immediately healed, maintaining film quality indefinitely until just before imaging or further modification. These well-ordered films resist oxidative degradation better than films deposited rapidly or at room temperature, and thus support stable continuous imaging for several days.

C12Se solutions are prepared in an oxygen- and water-free glovebox. Organic thiols and selenols can contaminate a glovebox environment, so care is taken to minimize clean substrate exposure to the glovebox environment. Sample transfer operations are thus conducted rapidly, typically less than 3 s. Two vials are each filled with 1 mL of ethanol degassed via freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The first vial is kept sealed, and is held in reserve for a later rinsing step. One microliter of C12Se is added to the first vial. A 5 min purge procedure is then performed on the glovebox environment. A freshly annealed substrate is placed in a gasketed vial, which has been briefly purged with a stream of nitrogen prior to sealing. The sample is then transferred to the glovebox, removed from the vial, and quickly immersed in the C12Se solution for 24 h. At the end of the immersion, the sample is removed from C12Se solution and placed immediately into the vial of neat ethanol, which is removed from the glovebox. The film, which is not air sensitive, is then rinsed with neat ethanol and dried with nitrogen.

For molecular-exchange experiments, the prefabricated initial sample is placed in a solution of the specified concentration for the specified time. Exchange by C12Se is performed inside the environmental glovebox, and exchange by C10, C12, or D12 is performed under atmospheric conditions.

**Scanning Tunneling Microscopy Measurements.** All images were collected on a custom-built beetle-style STM in atmospheric air and at room temperature, as described previously. The Pt/Ir 90:10 were collected on a custom-built beetle-style STM in atmospheric air performed under atmospheric conditions. Sample transfer operations are thus conducted rapidly, typically less than 3 s. Two vials are each filled with 1 mL of ethanol degassed via freeze–pump–thaw cycles. The first vial is kept sealed, and is held in reserve for a later rinsing step. One microliter of C12Se is added to the first vial. A 5 min purge procedure is then performed on the glovebox environment. A freshly annealed substrate is placed in a gasketed vial, which has been briefly purged with a stream of nitrogen prior to sealing. The sample is then transferred to the glovebox, removed from the vial, and quickly immersed in the C12Se solution for 24 h. At the end of the immersion, the sample is removed from C12Se solution and placed immediately into the vial of neat ethanol, which is removed from the glovebox. The film, which is not air sensitive, is then rinsed with neat ethanol and dried with nitrogen.

**Infrared Reflectance Absorption Spectroscopy Measurements.** All IR spectra were collected on a Nicolet 8700 equipped with a Seagull variable angle re-}
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